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Philippos Papadopoulos and Jose A. Font
Max-Planck-Institut fu¨r Gravitationsphysik Albert Einstein Institut Schlaatzweg 1, D-14473, Potsdam,
Germany
abstract We develop and calibrate a new method for estimating the gravitational radiation emitted by
complex motions of matter sources in the vicinity of black holes. We compute numerically the linearized
curvature perturbations induced by matter elds evolving in xed black hole backgrounds, whose evolution
we obtain using the equations of relativistic hydrodynamics. The current implementation of the proposal
concerns non-rotating holes and axisymmetric hydrodynamical motions. As rst applications we study i) dust
shells falling onto the black hole isotropically fromfinitedistance; ii)initiallysphericallayersofmaterialfallingontoamov
normalmodefrequencybysufficientlycompactshellsisdemonstratedanddiscussed:Anewprescriptionforgeneratingphys
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